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Abstract
A domain-specific language (DSL) design space describes a collection of related languages via a series of,
often orthogonal, dimensions. While PL and HCI researchers have independently developed methods for
working with design spaces, the communities have yet to fully benefit from each others’ insights. In pursuit
of new approaches informed by both PL and HCI, we first review existing approaches researchers employ to
conceptualize, develop, and use design spaces in DSL design across the two disciplines. For example, HCI
researchers, when developing interfaces backed by DSLs, often treat the design process as core to their research
contributions and theory-building. In PL, researchers have explored formal approaches to design spaces that
help automate design space exploration and provide powerful conceptual clarity to language design tradeoffs.
We then discuss areas where the two fields share common methods and highlight opportunities for researchers
to combine knowledge across PL and HCI.
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Introduction
Designing a domain-specific language (DSL) requires a careful examination of a domain’s problem
space. From operator selection to the underlying language models, small design decisions can have a
large impact on performance, expressivity, and learnability for a DSL. Each of these decisions produces
a branching path in the overall process. Researchers, in pursuit of what they believe to be the optimal
design for a set of goals, must navigate tradeoffs between alternatives using heuristics.
Researchers in both the Programming Languages (PL) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
communities leverage design spaces to describe DSLs, compare them against each other, and generate
new designs. We define DSLs as languages that model a specific application domain. For example,
Vega-Lite provides a language for representing data visualizations as mappings from data to visual
properties of graphical marks [1]. To find commonalities between these fields, we use the term DSL to
not only refer to textual specifications (i.e, things we typically think of as “programming languages”)
but also interfaces backed by compositional language primitives. Chasins et al. note that “PLbacked interfaces” often underlie direct manipulation interfaces that allow users to express programs
by interacting with graphical elements [2]. For example, Lyra [3] is an interface that generates output
comparable in expressiveness to the Vega-Lite DSL, from which Lyra’s internal representations take
inspiration.
Designing a good DSL is challenging, and requires both PL and HCI research expertise. Yet design
space theory has proceeded largely independently in the two research communities. We review the
methods and approaches each field uses to develop and evaluate design spaces, and find that despite
a shared purpose in system building, the PL and HCI communities develop and discuss language
design spaces differently. In HCI, researchers document the design process to articulate the rationale
behind design decisions and tradeoffs. To refine a design space, some HCI researchers have proposed
discussion-based methods including critical reflection. These methods connect insights from individual
DSL designs to create broader theories, which reflect lessons learned in creating systems for a domain.
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Such theories inform future design in the domain and are a step towards generalization across multiple
domains. They then use design spaces to describe and compare existing languages and to generate
new ideas for designs. In PL, formal methods have been created for reasoning and using design
spaces. These often take the form of executable specifications described using formal semantics
or code implementations. This formalism allows a design space to be rendered in code and then
operationalized as a DSL of its own. Such design space DSLs give users the agency to pick multiple
points in a DSL design space within the same program. When theory meets practice, PL implementers
often discuss language design tradeoffs openly with their community in requests for comments (RFCs).
Drawing on these differences, we discuss opportunities for each community to leverage the others’
techniques to aid in exploration and use of design spaces. PL and HCI tend to focus their efforts
at different levels of detail or abstraction. These complementary focuses suggest possible research
methods that incorporate insights from both formal abstractions and detailed analyses. We also
identify opportunities to take discussion-based methods explored in both communities and integrate
them more closely into the research process. Finally, we pose questions about approaches to DSL
design spaces that future work in PL and HCI might address using knowledge from both fields.

2

Background: Design Spaces of Domain-Specific Languages in PL and HCI
Computing researchers who study software systems make progress on research questions by designing
and evaluating systems such as DSLs and user interfaces [4]. This design process typically includes
exploratory iterative prototyping as the researchers consider alternative designs — considering different
operators to expose or interface interactions to afford.
Many evaluation methods for these prototypes are suited to answering questions about outcomes
of an individual system–for example, a language’s performance or an interface’s usability. Broader
questions about the design of systems, rather than a specific system itself, are diﬀicult to answer by
evaluation methods that focus on the behavior of an individual system. To think systematically about
design decisions, researchers have turned to design spaces as a conceptual model for understanding a
domain. Through design methods such as drafting and prototyping, researchers make progress toward
design spaces by developing underlying knowledge of how best to design for the domain [5].
As a mental model, we find it useful to think about a design space analogously to a space of
cooking recipes. The axes in a design space for bread recipes measure the quantity of component
ingredients in a recipe (e.g. 2 cups of flour, a pinch of yeast, a dash of oil). Points in the space are
different bread recipes with their location determined by the quantity of their constitutive ingredients.
Such a space is useful in that it provides a framework for describing recipes, comparing them against
others, and generating undiscovered options. From using the design space, the heuristics of baking
(i.e. “three cups of flour for every cup of water”) are the broader theory that can be developed when
comparing different possible recipes against each other. More formally, we use the definition presented
by Botero et al. [6]: a design space is a “space of potentials that the available circumstances afford
for the emergence of new designs.” Design spaces provide a systematic way to reason about the design
decisions that computing researchers make.
While exploring a new domain’s design space, both PL and HCI researchers may engage in DSL
design. For PL, this often involves creating a textual DSL and evaluating its performance. For HCI,
DSLs that support user interfaces can either be directly exposed as a software library [1] or exist in the
business logic underlying an interface [7], [8]. In the latter case, the DSL is latent — every interaction
in the system is an expression of a statement in the DSL, just in a graphical modality. More generally,
we use the term DSL to refer to the language that a user interacts with — whether the language is
represented using a graphical user interface or text.
Both HCI [1] and PL [9]–[11] communities have built DSLs and used design spaces to evaluate
and contextualize their research contributions. In an example from early HCI literature on input
devices, Card et al. describe the design space of input devices with two dimensions [12]. The first
is the physical property sensed by the input device, such as absolute or relative position or force.
The second is the linear or rotary spatial axis that the input device senses movement along. These
dimensions parameterize the space enabling input device designs to be represented as points in the
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space. For instance, a computer mouse senses relative position along the linear x and y axes whereas
a scroll ball works through rotational axes. Card et al. uses this space to characterize other input
devices including joysticks, pads, and thumbwheels. In the development of Glinda, a DSL-backed
interface [7], the authors differentiate Glinda from prior work in terms of how the system maintains
control on notebook cell execution. Such comparisons refer to design space axes help to contextualize
how new interfaces fall into the existing body of literature. More recently, PL researchers have created
systematic frameworks for comparing languages by their mixed-type semantics [13] and comparing
build systems along many dimensions in a design space [14]. Such contributions represent a similar
structure to that of HCI contributions; these design spaces are used to describe, compare, and generate
new types of designs.

3 How PL and HCI Approach Design Spaces
3.1 HCI Approaches to Design Spaces
Because the field of HCI is centrally concerned with how people interact with computational artifacts,
HCI researchers are trained to consider the needs and goals of the users of their systems. This
disciplinary commitment shapes how HCI researchers understand design spaces. For HCI, design
spaces are not only useful for modeling the features systems implement; they are also frameworks
for thinking about how a system’s design decisions encode assumptions about who the user is, what
their goals are, and how design decisions facilitate those goals. In this section, we explore three
key approaches that HCI researchers use to build knowledge about DSL design spaces: documenting
design rationale to gather initial evidence about design decisions, applying critical reflection methods
to create design spaces from point systems, and developing theory for evaluating design spaces.
3.1.1

Design Exploration as a Research Contribution
When HCI researchers design languages and interfaces, they often begin by articulating what user goals
researchers aim to support and what subjective values they want their designs to reflect. Because DSL
designs reflect the outcomes of a designer’s decision-making process, the field of HCI has sought to
understand “the goals and politics of human-designed devices” [15]. Writing about the assumptions
behind design decisions — for instance, about who the user is and what their goals are — provides
contextual information that informs how researchers evaluate contributions [16].
The design and evaluation process involves iteratively exploring a range of designs. During this
process, researchers reason about tradeoffs, refine their understanding of how designs achieve end
goals for users, and think about how designs encode assumptions and values that might have social
consequences. But while the final design reflects the outcome of these decisions, it “does not [preserve]
the thinking and reasoning which went into its creation” [16]. For this reason, HCI researchers usually
discuss the design process and share early prototypes as part of research papers [17], [18].
HCI researchers use the term design rationale to refer to knowledge about the motivations, reasoning, and context behind decisions made during the design process [19]. By documenting design
rationale in research papers, authors create useful evidence that can inform future designs in the same
domains. Even if a researcher discards a particular language design, other researchers could learn
from the reasoning behind that decision. For example, a design that was unsuited to a certain set of
user goals and constraints could be useful in a different context. Carroll and Rosson write that design
rationale takes “the terms and relations of the application domain, and [grounds] them in design
tradeoffs and decisions” [19]. Starting from design rationale, HCI researchers can develop vocabulary
to compare language designs in the same domain in terms of specific decisions. These conversations
in the research community can later inform the creation of design space dimensions.

3.1.2

Critical Reflection: A Method for Creating Design Spaces
Researchers make progress on understanding the space of DSLs in a domain by designing languages
and implicitly building evidence for theories by documenting design rationale. But once many DSL
designs exist in a domain, researchers have opportunities to more explicitly compare and contrast fully
developed languages. To formalize analysis of existing DSLs in HCI, researchers have proposed critical
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reflection as a method for qualitative analysis of designs in a discussion-based format [20].
Critical reflection (CR) involves the designers of multiple DSLs in the same domain. The designers
collectively reflect on the shared objectives of their systems and discuss how each system embodies
them. During CR, designers articulate questions they asked during the design process (e.g. “how do
we deal with object inheritance”). Through discussions of the decisions’ resulting impact, designers
improve their understanding of how trade-offs affect progress towards shared objectives (e.g. expressivity or performance). For example, in “Critical Reflections on Visualization Authoring Systems,”
Satyanarayan et al. reflect on the design process of three visualization authoring interfaces backed
by DSLs [20]. In their paper, the authors discuss important decision points in the design of all three
systems, surface shared assumptions implicit in these systems, and further structure the design space
to identify promising future work.
Though the use of critical reflections has produced promising results for understanding the design
of visualization systems, there are not yet many examples of CR contributions in the HCI literature. In
contrast to other forms of critique and user feedback, which can occur throughout the design process,
CR occurs retrospectively after multiple designs have been created. It is also a time-intensive process
requiring effort and commitment from multiple experts. These characteristics are strengths of CR
that enable researchers to more precisely connect design decisions to design outcomes. However, they
also make it diﬀicult for CR to be put into commonplace usage. Open questions remain about how to
do critical reflection in domains where researchers have not produced multiple fully-developed DSLs,
and how to properly credit and compensate expert participants. But because CR is inspired by the
use of critique in other design-related fields, including art and architecture, promising opportunities
exist in HCI to learn from how other fields do critique [21].
3.1.3

Theories for Evaluating Design Spaces
When researchers create design spaces, they define design dimensions with which to describe the
space. Different design spaces could model designs in the same domain using different dimensions.
How can researchers evaluate the usefulness of a particular way of defining a design space?
Beaudouin-Lafon writes that models and frameworks for designers of interactive systems can be
understood along three criteria: descriptive power, evaluative power, and generative power [22]. Descriptive power refers to a framework’s ability to provide useful language for describing the features
of individual systems. For design spaces, this means being able to successfully map a broad range of
designs onto points in the space. If the design space dimensions don’t correspond well to important
distinguishing features of the design, this could be a sign that the design space does not have suﬀicient descriptive power to be useful for analysis. Evaluative power refers to a framework’s utility in
comparing across different designs. Situating systems as points in a design space allows researchers
to use design dimensions to articulate differences between systems along those dimensions. Sometimes, dimensions have an evaluative direction, where systems on one end of the spectrum are clearly
preferable to systems on the other end. Other times, design dimensions represent knowledge about
decisions in the design process where two systems could reasonably differ based on their goals and
intended users. In both cases, decomposing the evaluation of designs into distinct dimensions clarifies
the purpose of evaluation. Generative power refers to how well a framework suggests the existence
of possible designs that haven’t been explored yet. Plotting many designs as points in a design space
can reveal gaps where there are no points. Thinking about the design features that correspond to
missing points can suggest new directions for exploration. It can also yield useful knowledge about
why those designs may be diﬀicult or not viable to make.
The three powers have been used in HCI both to analyze point systems and to analyze conceptual frameworks that model design spaces of systems. In a keynote on toolkits for machine learning
interpretability, Satyanarayan uses the three powers to analyze how different interpretability systems
allow users to inspect model predictions to generate insights, make comparisons, and identify patterns
[23]. Because Beaudouin-Lafon’s three powers are useful for analysis at different levels of abstraction — from point systems to design spaces — they serve as useful conceptual tools for building point
observations into theories that advance researchers’ understanding over time.
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3.2 PL Approaches to Design Spaces
Programming language researchers are often concerned with formal properties of the systems they
build. Design spaces in PL research thus often come in the form of more formalized design spaces.
Researchers operationalize these design spaces by constructing formal models, sometimes in code.
They use these models to prove properties about points in the space, like whether a DSL prevents
memory leaks, or even to write executable prototypes in a general purpose language. Such prototypes
help validate the design space since they can be tested using existing language tools. Since users
can interact with them, these prototypes also allow researchers to experiment directly with points in
the design space. In fact, researchers have explored realizing a design space itself, not just individual
points, as an executable prototype. This grants users the flexibility to switch between different points
in the design space. In the realm of PL implementation, simplified formal models meet the realities
of integration with real systems. Design spaces in language implementation are often explored in
requests for comments (RFCs), where concerned parties discuss how best to implement language
features so they integrate well with existing language quirks and constructs.
3.2.1

Formal Models of Design Spaces
PL researchers often strive for design spaces that capture the simple “essence” of a set of design
tradeoffs. These spaces often come in the form of small, executable specifications described using
formal semantics or code implementations. One notable recent example is “Build Systems á la Carte,”
which provides “a systematic, and executable, framework for developing and comparing build systems,
viewing them as related points in landscape rather than as isolated phenomena” [14].
In his talk on the paper, Peyton Jones argues for the importance of studying simplified models of
systems when defining a design space:
You can’t build a real build system in 20 lines of code. Real build systems [...] do tons of
stuff that we’re not modeling at all. There’s parallelism; there’s non-determinism; there’s
dealing with failure and recovery; and there’s trying to distribute all of this across your
data center.
So it’s only a model, but that’s a strength as well as a weakness. Because it’s small it’s
intellectually tractable... [Y]ou can invent new things that you hadn’t been able to do at
scale before, and hopefully... you can scale it up. [24]
Reducing a collection of systems to their essences can reveal connections that implementation details
hide. For example, Mokhov et al.’s build system [14] design space allows researchers to compare Excel
and Make — two different pieces of software with very different user experiences. A build system must
execute a series of tasks with some dependencies between them. Both Make and Excel use the “dirty
bit” strategy to track which tasks must be rebuilt, but Make schedules tasks topologically while Excel
uses a restarting algorithm that aborts a task if one of its dependencies is out of date. Restarting
is less eﬀicient, since it may build the same task multiple times, but it allows dependencies to be
dynamic. By making large leaps smaller, abstract design spaces allow researchers to explore radically
different design alternatives.
Greenman applies a similar approach in his dissertation, Deep and Shallow Types [13]. Greenman
constructs a design space of mixed-type languages. These languages, including TypeScript and mypy,
support both typed and untyped code in the same file or codebase. As with Mokhov et al., Greenman elides many implementation details. Crucially Greenman constructs models of many mixed-type
systems as extensions to the same language semantics.
These simplified models allow Greenman to define formal properties that separate clusters of points
in the space by how untyped and type code interact with each other. One property Greenman defines
is called complete monitoring, which is a mixed-type system that strongly enforces a type signature,
like Int -> Int, even if the input is untyped. TypeScript, for example, does not satisfy the complete
monitoring property, since untyped data is not checked at runtime.
Formal properties like complete monitoring are much easier to discover, state, and prove in a
simplified environment than they are for real languages, which usually have more primitive constructs
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and edge cases. Nevertheless, Greenman uses these formal properties to analyze the idealized versions
of real-world mixed-type systems.
Eliding complexity in favor of intellectual tractability enables many techniques in PL. Abstracting
away implementation details lets researchers wrestle with formal properties that can provide precise
structure to a design space.
3.2.2

Formal Design Spaces Can Produce Flexible Languages
Another advantage of formal design space descriptions is that they can be rendered in code. For
example, Mokhov et al. wrote their build system design space in Haskell. Unlike hand-written formal
specifications, a general-purpose programming languages provides an unambiguous, machine-readable
description of a design space. In addition to checking a researcher’s work by ensuring a definitions
typecheck, languages like Haskell readily expose abstractions. Mokhov et al. were able to reuse
existing typeclasses like Applicative and Monad to describe different kinds of build system tasks.
But there is an even more exciting benefit to writing a design space in code. The design space
itself can operationalized. That is, a formal design space can be turned into a DSL that allows the
user to pick a point in the space as they see fit. Often, rather than limiting the user to a single point
throughout their entire program, a design space DSL allows a user to select points locally so they can
take advantage of multiple designs.
For example, there is a four-decade-old debate [25]–[30] in compiler design about whether one
program representation, continuation-passing style (CPS), is better than another, direct style, for
writing program optimizations. In 2019, Cong et al. published a paper arguing that designers don’t
need to choose [31]. You can have “as much or as little CPS as you want, when you want it.” To
achieve flexibility, the authors first explore the existing design space of program representations, and
then combine Kennedy’s CPS approach [29] with Maurer et al.’s direct style approach [30] to achieve
a new program representation capable of both. By reifying the design space in a single DSL, Cong et
al. allow compiler writers to use mix and match styles in the same program.
Greenman is able to use his design space analysis to achieve a similar result for mixed-type systems. In addition to just partitioning the design space using formal properties, Greenman leverages his
gradual typing formalism to construct a way to mix different typing disciplines together in the same
codebase. Specifically, Greenman shows how to systematically integrate deep, shallow, and untyped
code in the same codebase. Reasoning about the interfaces between the three requires a deep understanding of the characteristic properties of each, which Greenman provided with his formal analysis
of the design space. By constructing a language that allows for multiple mixed-typing disciplines in
the same codebase, users gain more freedom to choose between the expressiveness of untyped code
and the safety of typed code. In fact, because his language allows for multiple typing disciplines,
Greenman is able to propose a new workflow for migrating untyped code to typed code: “Use shallow
types when converting an untyped application and switch to deep types after the boundaries stabilize.”
This workflow is only possible when a design space is reified in a single DSL.

3.2.3

Public Discussions of Language Design in Requests for Comments
While the previous two sections have focused on the advantages of simple formal models, when it
comes time to implement these abstract ideas in real-world languages complexity quickly resurfaces.
Implementing a new feature in a programming language requires careful consideration of how that
feature will interact with existing ones, how easy it is to learn, and even how it could affect parsing.
In standards and commercial projects, language designers have an established practice of creating
requests for comments (RFCs) to explore the design space for new features. RFCs are structured
proposals for programming language extensions and revisions. They explore the existing design space
by referring to existing theory and other language implementations while exploring design alternatives.
RFCs represent repositories that serve communities interested in learning how to extend a system or
further develop in a given area [32].
RFCs are effective for capturing information about design decisions and tradeoffs. They also
provide archives for how and why decisions were made. RFCs help develop nascent theory about PL
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design decisions in the wild, but they can make it diﬀicult to step back and analyze larger trends and
insights about effective approaches to language features in general.

4

Bridging PL and HCI
By reviewing different approaches to conceptualizing DSL design in PL and HCI, we begin to identify
important commonalities. Both fields use empirical observations gleaned from fully designed point
systems to build conceptual models of design spaces. Both use discussion-based methods to generate
insight about design decisions, though these methods take place in different contexts.
The two fields also differ in important ways. HCI has well-developed ideas about using design
rationale to build conceptual models about design, and useful theories for evaluating those conceptual
models. PL researchers could benefit from adopting techniques and theories such as critical reflection
and Beaudouin-Lafon’s three powers to structure the informal discussion and reflection that already
happens in PL communities. On the other hand, PL has a propensity for developing simplified models
of systems with precise formal properties. HCI would benefit from thinking more clearly about language
design, rather than entangling language design with interface implementation details. As Chasins et
al. argue, “PL and HCI researchers can integrate their complementary expertise to advance goals
that matter in both communities” [2]. In the following discussion, we think through ways to take
advantage of this complementary expertise.

4.1 Combine Detailed and Abstract Approaches
In this paper we have analyzed different approaches to design space construction. Broadly, HCI
researchers favor detailed system models that retain complexity that is relevant to understanding user
experience. Writing about their experience of CR over visualization authoring systems, Satyanarayan
et al. noted that because there can be “significant inconsistencies between the abstractions [systems
expose], all stakeholders needed to actively participate in extracting and mapping intricate low-level
details” [20]. On the other hand, PL researchers are partial to more abstract models that are amenable
to formal reasoning and proof. As we observed in Mokhov et al.’s build systems work and Greenman’s
work on mixed types, language designers use abstract models to state and prove properties about
clusters of points in a DSL design space. By eliding detail, abstract spaces shrink the distance
between systems, which allows for comparisons across languages that might be initially seem unrelated.
Similarly, such spaces afford new designs that may be radically different as well.
Since DSLs bridge PL theory and the design of human interfaces, how can DSL researchers get
the best of both worlds? We offer a few suggestions for how these approaches might be combined.
The strengths of a detailed design space come from its closeness to real implementations. Meanwhile the strength of an abstract one comes from its ability to generalize over seemingly-different
implementations that share underlying primitives. This difference suggests an approach to design
space exploration that moves between detailed and abstract analysis could build clearer understanding.
We are inspired by Coblenz et al.’s [33] process for designing programming languages with techniques that iterate between HCI and PL approaches. In the PLIERS process, researchers first use HCI
methods to identify user needs, then iterate between identifying key theoretical concepts underlying
a potential design and evaluating the usability of those concepts in the context of a larger system.
Design space approaches could be integrated into the PLIERS process. Instead of starting with a
need-finding study, a researcher might begin by constructing a detailed design space of many related
DSLs. For example, in the study of build systems one might reflect on the design rationale of the
underlying algorithms, tradeoffs between spreadsheet and text file interfaces, and how dependencies
are specified. Next, the researcher could isolate individual features and abstract them so they become
amenable to PL-style formal reasoning. This process is similar to the core calculus development in
PLIERS; however, the result might be a formal design space rather than the core of a DSL. Finally, once
the individual components of a system have been analyzed abstractly, then can be re-contextualized
in the original systems with all their complexity. Now aided by the power of precise formal properties
from their abstractions, researchers can understand detailed design spaces at a deeper level.
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4.2 Synthesize Knowledge from Both RFCs and Critical Reflection
Because RFCs and critical reflection both rely on discussion to generate new insights, we argue there
are opportunities for productive methodology exchange between these two approaches to documenting
and reflecting upon design decisions.
PL researchers use RFCs to explore alternative design decisions for a language feature. Though
language experts most commonly engage with RFCs, they offer opportunities for anyone (including
language users) to recommend suggestions. As RFCs document development as it happens, they
capture design decisions as they occur rather than in retrospect. The primary output of the RFCs
are language features, but RFCs also serve as a learning resource for individuals interested in the
domain. While this forum for evaluating design decisions generates important insight about language
design, these RFCs take place outside of formal academic processes like peer review. As a result, PL
communities don’t treat the intellectual work that happens in RFCs as research contributions.
In HCI, discussions on the design rationale of a system are a part of a typical research contribution.
Such a focus has allowed for the creation of evaluation techniques such as CR. CR has been developed
as a method for informing the design space and synthesizing knowledge from individual point designs
in a design space. Such discussions are typically closed, limited to authors of similar systems who
are able to discuss the design alternatives they considered. These discussions help to illuminate the
design space axes and can inform broader theories about how to navigate tradeoffs in it.
We believe both communities can benefit from these methods. For instance, although HCI papers
report design rationale and discuss a select number of design decisions, using a documented process
like an RFC could more accurately capture the evolution of a researchers’ thought process. Though
a typical RFC process can be labor-intensive and require a user to dig for insights embedded in larger
discussions, we suspect a modified form of RFCs could provide an opportunity to document a DSL
design process outside of the constraints of a conference paper and provide a trove of information for
interface developers to learn from. Conversely, while these design discussions are rarely viewed as a
part of the contribution in PL, they have contributed to the development of broader theories in HCI,
and encouraging researchers to include them in publications could aid in generalizing lessons learned
from developing in a given domain.
In PL, we’ve seen methods similar to CR used but were not explicitly described as such. For
example, Neil Mitchell, one of the authors of “Build Systems à la Carte,” wrote a blog post discussing
the research process behind the paper [34]. In this post, Mitchell describes the authors’ experiences
receiving feedback from experts in the community after sharing their draft online . They attracted
comments on their draft that responded to their framework in depth, including from the creators of
systems who were able to improve the framework’s description of their system. By engaging with the
draft and applying their own expertise to draw out new insights about the proposed framework, the
online community was participating in an informal process similar to critical reflection. The online
community identified the goal of the work, and arrived at a detailed enough descriptive understanding
of the work to understand how it was successful or unsuccessful. In turn, the authors of the work
came to a better understanding of their own specific framework, and a better general understanding
of what details about build systems are interesting to model. The PL and HCI research communities
could benefit from turning these informal discussions into more structured methods like CR to more
closely integrate them into the research process.
Critical reflections on DSLs are a specific form of expert analysis, which several researchers have
used to evaluate DSLs [33], [35]. We claim that by gathering feedback, not just from DSL experts, but
from experts who have built similar systems themselves, researchers may glean a deeper understanding
of their own work and how it fits into a larger space of related systems.

4.3 Open Questions for Design Spaces
In reviewing the use of design spaces for language design in PL and HCI, we encountered some
questions for future work. While our discussion focuses on design spaces that represent possible
language designs, researchers have used design spaces to understand systems at various levels of
abstraction. For example, grammars of graphics such as Vega-Lite are DSLs that formally represent
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a design space of visualizations [1]. Indeed, most DSLs can be thought of as design spaces over the
expressible programs in that language. We note that as DSLs move up levels of abstraction—from
programs, to languages, to classes of language–there are tradeoffs between generality and BeaudouinLafon’s three powers.
For instance, many DSL design spaces from the PL literature we have examined so far lend
themselves to formal modeling with high generative power. By nature of their formality, the design
dimensions tend to be specific and highly separable, which allows them to be manipulated independently. Mokhov et al. are able to generate build systems just by mixing and matching scheduling and
rebuilding techniques [14]. But more general design spaces seem to necessarily lack these properties.
For example, Green’s cognitive dimensions of notation is a conceptual framework featuring orthogonal
design dimensions meant to apply to “many types of language—interactive or programming, high or
low level, procedural or declarative, special purpose or general purpose” [36]. Because its dimensions
are so generally applicable, they are also impossible to represent as a formal model that can mechanistically output new languages. Future work on design spaces might uncover underlying structure or
hierarchy in the design space of design spaces as researchers encounter tradeoffs as they develop new
conceptual models to guide design.
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